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First Anniversary & Book launch event
Ujjivan Small Finance Bank’s ﬁrst anniversary event was
held in Mumbai on May 17, 2018. A celebration made
even more special by the launch of a book that tells the
story of Ujjivan’s journey thus far. Since our inception in
2005 as a NBFC-MFI to our journey as a Small Finance
Bank, Ujjivan has transformed in an extraordinary
manner over the last 12 years - a transition which in its
wake is accentuated with stories of massive community
impact and building better lives for millions. This
exceptional journey has been beautifully captured on a
verbal canvas and inked by Mr. Subir Roy in a book titled
Ujjivan – Transforming with Technology.
Organized microﬁnance, in India and in the rest of the
world, is relatively new, but it has had a stormy
history. While writing about the eventful history of
Ujjivan, Mr. Subir Roy also weaved in the history of the
sector. The evolution of the sector from being a
do-good NGO to a proﬁt-making commercially viable
sector is well catalogued. The fact that without this
change, scaling and sustainable growth would not
have been possible has been analyzed and explained
lucidly. Author has also looked analytically at the
factors which made this possible. Thereafter, how
Ujjivan prepared to become a small-ﬁnance bank and
ﬁnally a closing chapter describing the tsunami of
demonetization that hit microﬁnance.

Commenting on the launch of the Ujjivan book Mr.
Samit Ghosh said, “Ujjivan has a rich history as a
startup with a special purpose of ﬁnancial
inclusion. The book on Ujjivan is a verbal canvas of
our journey, a map of our progress captured in ink
by veteran journalist Subir Roy and something very
close to my heart. This book is a matter of great
pride for all of us at Ujjivan. As a fellow
connoisseur of prose I am sure you will enjoy
reading this book as much as I did.”

Sharing his experience of writing the book, Mr. Subir
Roy said, “My exposure and learning of what happens
at the bottom of the pyramid came across while
working on this book. I met a lot of hardworking
women borrowers of Ujjivan who have broken barriers
and achieved a lot in their lives. The book was almost
complete when demonetization hit us, hence we
decided to include that chapter as well considering it
impacted the industry on a whole and most
importantly, how Ujjivan recovered and triumphed
against all odds. I hope this book is as useful for you, as
the research of writing it has left an impact on me.”
An industry veteran, Mr. Jerry Rao joined us on the special
occasion and spoke about his association with Ujjivan, “Samit &
I have worked on ﬁnancial inclusion for more than 35 years
now. The entire technological prowess is of no use unless it is
served to the poor, just like how it is served to the other
privileged customers. Banking is all about customer connect
and that’s what Ujjivan stands for. Today they are oﬀering iris
scan & biometric enabled banking using cutting-edge
technology at customer’s doorstep. I invested in Ujjivan for the
idea and the vision that Samit had and I am proud to be a part
of this extraordinary journey. Financial Inclusion is also an
extraordinary important national strategic asset. The ﬁnancial
infrastructure that Ujjivan is building will be a testimony to
many in the years to come. This is the beginning of many more
stories & histories.”
Ujjivan – Transforming with Technology is available on
Amazon.in, Inﬁbeam.com and various retail bookstores.
Purchase your copy today and enjoy the read!

Business b) Our Technological edge and c) Our People.
Presentations on each of the above mentioned areas
were presented by the respective Functional Heads to
showcase the strengths and diﬀerentiators of Ujjivan in
providing better banking and better living for our
customers and eventually achieving our goal of becoming
India’s best mass market bank in ﬁve years’ time.

We also leveraged this event to focus on the future of
Ujjivan and the road which lies ahead. The three key
facets that truly deﬁne Ujjivan’s growth are a) Our idea of

Ujjivan Small Finance Bank is Ranked 19 in
‘India’s Best Companies To Work For 2018’

Once again, Ujjivan Small Finance Bank has featured
among India’s Best Companies To Work For 2018. Ranked
19th in the List of 100 Best Companies, Ujjivan also
received recognition for being among the Best in the
Industry (Best Workplaces in Small Finance Bank) from
Great Place To Work Institute®

Great Place To Work® Institute is a global research,
consulting & training ﬁrm that helps organizations
identify and sustain High Trust, High Performance
CultureTM & also has conducted pioneering research on
the characteristics of great workplaces for over 30 years,
across 58 countries. Every year, the Institute partners
with about 10,000 organizations around the world. This
year, being the 11th year of its Study in India, the Institute
reviewed about 600 organizations throughout the
country. From the 600 organisations that are surveyed
and studied under a robust assessment process, a list of
‘100 Best Organisations To Work For’, is published.

The recognition & ranking were announced at a grand
Award Ceremony held in Mumbai on 28th June 2018,
hosted by the Great Place To Work Institute, in
partnership with The Economic Times. We are both proud
& humbled by the recognition & we believe that this
recognition received over the years has been possible
only because of a great team of people at Ujjivan.

Mr. Samit Ghosh Awarded by MFIN
regulators on the formation of ‘Small Finance Bank’and
played an active part in serving the cause of ﬁnancial
inclusion through microﬁnance. The Awards is
recognition for entities in the microﬁnance space for
their commitment in promoting good governance and
client centric practices.

Mr. Samit Ghosh was awarded at MFIN Awards 2018 in
New Delhi on the 24th May for his multifaceted
contribution to the sector. Mr. Ghosh served as MFIN’s
Vice President from July 2012 – June 2013 and later as
the President from July 2013 – June 2015. During his
tenure as MFIN leader, Mr. Ghosh worked closely with

The reinvention of an Industry – By Alok Prasad
Come 2012, with the worst over, both debt and equity
capital began to ﬂow back to the industry. In practically
every area of intervention, we saw success. The Central
Government moved to introduce a Microﬁnance Bill in
Parliament. The initial set of regulations got tweaked
based on inputs provided by MFIN.

‘Coming together is a beginning, Staying together is
progress, Working together is success’ - Henry Ford.
The years 2010-15 were tumultuous times for the still
nascent Microﬁnance industry. A veritable tsunami in Oct
2010 in the form of an ill-conceived, anti-MFI Ordinance
promulgated by the Andhra Pradesh Government; a ‘full
rainbow’ in September 2015 with 8 MFIs getting RBI’s
approval for becoming Small Finance Banks; and,
practically the journey of a lifetime in between. By way of
an interesting and an almost uncanny coincidence, this up
and down phase of the Microﬁnance industry exactly
matches the period during which MFIN got established,
evolved and matured - providing leadership and a sense
of direction to a beleaguered industry. MFIN worked
closely with the RBI and Ministry of Finance for getting
MFIs the much needed legitimacy and recognition. Being
recognized by the RBI as the industry SRO, a ﬁrst in the
ﬁnancial services world; MFIN did it all in this relatively
short span of time.

And then, from an industry recognition standpoint, the
big win of MFIN being put on the invitees list for the
periodic pre-monetary Policy meetings called by the
Governor, RBI.
By 2013, the overall sentiment within the industry had
become upbeat. The MFIN Board’s Strategy Meet in the
month of May saw intense discussions on this large,
almost existentialist, issue. Vijay, in his inimitable
fashion, led the discussions. Samit and I wore our banker
hats. And, the conclusions were stark and plain - the only
good way to rise above controversies and the large risk of
political interference is to be a Bank. At that time it
seemed to more of a fond hope than a realistic
expectation. But then, the combination of a forward
looking RBI Governor, the strong policy level engagement
model of MFIN, and that big undeﬁnable factor called
‘luck’ ensured that within 2 years the fond hope came to
fruition. In this context, the deﬁning moment was the
meeting Samit and I had with Raghuram Rajan on 21st
Oct, 2014. The draft Guidelines issued by the RBI talked
of a ‘Small Bank’ which we ﬁrmly believed would neither
work well (the failed Local Area Bank model as the
example) nor adequately serve the cause of ﬁnancial
inclusion. In the meeting we argued the case for a ‘Small
Finance Bank’. We contended that focus needs to be on
small banking transactions rather than the Bank being
small. The point was well received and in the ﬁnal
guidelines requisite modiﬁcations were made including
the nomenclature change to ‘Small Finance Bank’. This
gave to the industry a road map for the future.

All great outcomes, particularly at a macro level, are
possible only by building constructive partnerships,
cohesive teams and a single minded focus on getting
things done. That precisely is what MFIN strived for. At a
leadership level, it was indeed fortuitous that giants like
Vijay Mahajan, Samit Ghosh and C.S. Ghosh were at the
helm of aﬀairs. For me, as the ﬁrst CEO of MFIN, it was
the opportunity of a lifetime - immensely challenging,
highly stressful, and most satisfying too. While I had
known Vijay quite well earlier, Samit I knew essentially by
reputation, and a formidable reputation it was. Wharton
graduate, a senior and seasoned banker with strong
start-up experience, and not the least, ex-Citi like me.
First, as a member of the MFIN Board and then Vice
President from July 2012, and ﬁnally President from July
2013 to June 2015, Samit was a person to look up to, get
support from, and consult on all matters. The
‘partnership’ we formed in the early days, like all truly
good partnerships, produced tremendous results, for
MFIN, for the Microﬁnance industry, and the larger cause
of ﬁnancial inclusion. In a nutshell, within a span of 5

The last big achievement of our partnership was MFIN
getting recognized by the RBI as the Industry SRO. In the
ﬁrst half of 2015, an appropriate SRO framework based
on RBI’s guidelines got created with full participation
from member institutions. On 30th June, 2015, after an
exciting and exhilarating 5 years, both Samit and I moved
on from MFIN. We had a strong innings, plenty of hard
running between the wickets, and plenty of fours and
sixes too!

years the industry went from deiﬁcation to demonization,
and then to a state of acceptance as a key component of
the national ﬁnancial inclusion architecture.
In many ways, the 2010 crisis became the crisis which the
industry put to full use for setting it's house in order.
With the Malegam Committee Report of December 2010
serving as the blueprint, and MFIN engaged in a deep,
ongoing dialogue with the RBI, positive changes came
fast and furious. Next, in Dec 2011, came the detailed
regulations, including the creation of the NBFC- MFI
category - a suggestion which Vijay had apparently made
over a decade earlier! In the same month, MFIN in
collaboration with Sa-Dhan released the ﬁrst version of a
uniﬁed Industry Code of Conduct.

Mr. Alok Prasad is a veteran banker and the founder CEO
of Microﬁnance Institutions Network, (MFIN), India
(2010-2015). He has held senior positions across
institutions ranging from RBI to Citibank. Mr. Prasad
successfully steered the microﬁnance industry through its
crisis phase. The streaming of MFIs and their integration
into the national ﬁnancial architecture has been an
outcome of the advocacy work done by MFIN, under his
leadership. He is currently connected with a number of
Banks & Financial institutions, in an advisory capacity.

Ujjivan is live on national television

Ujjivan is the ﬁrst & only Small Finance Bank to go live on
national TV. The campaign attempts to strategically
position Ujjivan SFB as a bank of choice among the target
consumer segments using its key service propositions of
‘Doorstep& Instant Account Opening’, ‘Paperless
Banking’ & ‘Special Service Envelope for Senior Citizens’.
Our customer research & insights studies revealed 5 key
brand drivers amongst our Target audience: Simplicity,
Convenience, Assistance, Trust and Security. Our Brand
Campaign, while addressing these pivots head on,
showcased them in real life situations which are very
relevant and credible for our target audience.

couple, a senior citizen couple, a supervisor and his
subordinate in diﬀerent life settings, where through a
clever play of words and emotions the message is
delivered with a mix of naivety, warmth and hilarity. In
the campaign there is a sub message of Ujjivan having
transformed into a Small Finance Bank from its previous
avatar of being a NBFC-MFI. Ujjivan also consciously
departs from its earlier positioning and tag line of ‘Build a
better life’ to ‘Better Banking. Better Living.’ (Behtar
Banking, Behtar Jeevan). The TVC Campaign is live
nationally in 8 languages across 24 states with extensions
in radio, print, outdoor, digital and cinema.

The tone of the campaign relied on a subtle humor of
daily life situations making banking look truly simple and
easy. The narratives are showcased between a young

New batch of Management Trainees
join the Ujjivan family
Since the last placement season, Ujjivan has enhanced its
hiring of Management Trainees from prestigious Universities
across India, including the Indian Institutes of Management
(IIM). A fresh batch of 112 Management Trainees joined the
Ujjivan family recently.

Research in Banking Technology – an institute set up by RBI.
Prof. Sriram’s talk focused on Financial Inclusion landscape in
India over the years. He shared his experience on
interviewing former RBI Governors for his book. During his
talk, Prof. Sriram spoke about the approach taken by the
central bank in addressing a variety of questions pertaining
to financial inclusion, the transition of MFIs to Small Finance
Banks and the future roadmap of SFBs to serve the masses.

As a part of their induction, the Trainees got the opportunity
to interact with renowned Professor M. S. Sriram,
Distinguished Fellow of the Institute for Development of

Weaving yarns and dreams
lending process but with our Staﬀ’s guidance she dreamt
of making her business big. The ﬁnancial support given by
Ujjivan helped her to expand her textile business. Kakuli
hasn’t forgotten the eﬀorts of her husband and children
who supported her in the last decade.

Kakuli Basak, our Individual Loan customer from Dumdum
Branch, Kolkata operates a family business named
Satyanarayan Hosiery along with her husband Biswanath
Basak. Kakuli’s journey with Ujjivan started eight years
ago. To support her family of four, Kakuli decided to
step-in and manage her family business of 40 years. This
was not an easy task, as initially the business lacked
suitable equipments, manpower and inventory.

With bigger dreams and business targets to achieve,
Kakuli took a loan of Rs 1.5 Lakhs for investing in
machinery and raw materials. She also provides
employment to ﬁve other people in her company. Kakuli
has started supplying raw materials for ﬁnished goods to
other manufacturing companies. Her dreams are big and
her determination is rock solid. She is excited to achieve
more, succeed further and thanks Ujjivan for being a part
of her journey.

In 2010, she took a group loan of Rs 20,000 from Ujjivan to
invest in two sewing machines and started working from
home. Her next group loan of Rs 25,000 was utilized in
purchase of raw materials to expand her business. She
reminisces the time when Ujjivan staﬀ had visited her
area and she was amongst the ﬁrst customers in the
locality. Back then, she was unaware about the group

Ujjivan Chote Kadam – Coming Together For Good
We have completed 30 projects under Ujjivan Chote
Kadam’s Community Development Program. In April and
May 2018, we have executed numerous diverse projects
on school renovation, drinking water tanker for

municipality, bus stand revamp and maternity ward
renovation at government hospitals. Ujjivan & Parinaam
have reached out to more than 30,000 beneﬁciaries
through these initiatives.

No. of projects inaugurated till May 2018
North
13

East

West

South

Total

3

6

8

30

Ms. Mari Selvi Prabhu, Commissioner of Chengalpattu
Municipality while expressing her appreciation on the
Drinking water project said, “I have seen women carrying
water up and down the hills to their homes, in the
absence of any reliable supply of drinking water. We do
have water tankers but they cannot reach localities with
narrow lanes. The drinking water tractor provided by
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Ujjivan and Parinaam Foundation will make life easy for
many people in the town.”
In order to recognize the hard work of our team and to
motivate them further, we have initiated the Ujjivan
Chote Kadam Rewards programme for Best project per
region, Best mentor per region and First to Finish region.
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